
Transition Back to 
School After Covid 19



Think about your experiences of
lockdown and coronavirus…

What words would you use to describe your experience?



Children’s experiences 

“Daddy I love coronavirus!” “Do you – why?” “I get to have breakfast with my mummy AND my daddy!”
“We have time to do things that you usually don’t have time for together”
“I think my mummy is a real-life superhero… Spiderman just fights people, but mum is saving real peoples’ lives.”
“I love being at home, I don’t ever want to go back to school”
“My family have had a lot of arguments”
“It takes a village to raise a child and that village has been removed.”
“I’m worried school will be really different, I won’t be with my friends and I’ll have different teachers”
“It’s so sad that you can’t really see your family that much now”
“I miss my friends and teachers a lot”
“My dad’s partner is high-risk so I can’t see my dad at the moment, so that’s difficult.”
“I’m worried about my mum working at the hospital”
“I’m worried about going back to school and catching the virus”
“I’m scared to go outside”



Children will be returning to school from many very differing experiences of lockdown, some will have 
found the experience positive, having extra time with their families, time away from the potential 
social, emotional and sensory experiences of school, to have a period of down time will have been a 
welcome relief for some. These children may find returning to the usual routine and systems of school 
challenging. 

Other children will have had a much less positive experience of lockdown, they may have found the 
loss of routine and structure and access to social interaction very difficult. Some may have found 
learning at home difficult or may have had experience of someone they know having had the virus or, 
sadly losing their life. 

Many children will have experienced the adults in their lives feeling anxious, will have seen the news 
unfold day by day with reports of how many people in our country and around the world who have 
lost their lives. 

We cannot expect our children to return to school at the same point at which they left it, in terms of 
the curriculum but also in terms of their social, emotional and mental health. 

Recent research from Oxford University found that a fifth of primary aged children have felt scared to 
leave their home during the COVID-19 situation (Weale, 2020)



Somewhere in between…





Loss
All of our school community have experienced loss 
over this time, of routine, structure, friendship, 
opportunity and freedom.

Loss can generate: anxiety, trauma, attachment 
difficulties and bereavement.



Attachment and Mental Health Difficulties
Some key figures:

50% of lifetime mental illness begins before the age of 15. Many mental health 
difficulties are rooted in unmet attachment needs and/or early trauma. 40% of 
children have an insecure attachment with at least one caregiver. As many as 
80% of children diagnosed with ADHD have attachment difficulties. 

“Anxiety is a key block to learning, It can prevent the imprint on the brain” 
McCullough, A. (2008) ‘Mental Health and Teaching.



Support for Staff
Manage your own stress – get enough rest, eat well, talk to people you 
trust, reduce outside demands, set aside time for yourself, use 
relaxation strategies or mindfulness

Promote self-care

We need to ensure that staff are supported on a day to day basis in 
school - Listen to each other’s experiences

Safe spaces 

Ways for staff to explore the loss associated with this time

Acknowledge things that have been positive over the time of lockdown

Provide opportunities for individual supervision or solution-focused 
meetings







Support for our School Communities
▪Listen to their lived experiences of lockdown

▪Reassure them that school is a safe place for their children

▪Hold a community act of remembrance where the 
difficulties are acknowledged, and connection reaffirmed.



Support for Children…

▪ Find out about children’s lived experiences over lockdown
www.booksbeyondwords.co.uk/coping-with-coronavirus

▪ Investigate their hopes and fears about returning to school

▪ Holistic approach 

▪Focused individual/group approach (personal, needs led)

http://www.booksbeyondwords.co.uk/coping-with-coronavirus




 
  

What (or who) have you missed while not being 

at school? 

What have you been doing at 

home that you could tell an 

adult at school about? Who 

would you tell? 

What are you looking 

forward to doing when you 

return to school? 

Do you have any 

worries about 

returning to 

school? 



Areas of Key Importance
▪Create a feeling of safety

▪Relationships – re-establish and strengthen

▪Play

▪Help children to understand and regulate their emotions

▪Set out clear expectations

▪Understand that all behaviour is communication





Safety 
This is extremely important as unless the basic need for safety is met the children will not be able to learn.

▪Talk to children about the virus, what has happened and what will be 
different in school as a result.

▪New rules

▪Reassure families so the children aren’t experiencing anxiety at home.

▪Safe Base

▪Routines

▪Consider staff’s tone of voice, body language, playfulness with children.

▪Can we create safe spaces, corners, tents etc. where children can take time to 
feel safe and regulate?



Relationships
Re-establish and strengthen children’s relationships with their peers, with staff and 
staff’s relationships with each other. 

▪ Some children may need a key adult who welcomes them in the 
morning and checks in with them during the day. For others, the 
simple communication that familiar staff are around, and they 
can talk to them when needed will be enough.

▪Play games, lots of them! This will help to dampen feelings like 
fear and anxiety and is also a great way to connect. -
Reconnection is vital to feeling safe and having a sense of 
belonging.

▪ Allow children to share their experiences of their time away 
from school – use art/creativity to explore this, celebrate new 
skills they have learnt and allow them time to explore what they 
feel they have missed out on. 



Play
Helps to feel safe, to re-establish connections. Play opportunities are vital to helping children 
make sense of their experiences, problem-solve, reconnect with their peers, and promote their 
own wellbeing.

Play can help children to:

• make sense of what has happened 

• deal with emotional upset and regain feelings of control of their lives

• experience normality and pleasure during times of upheaval, loss, isolation and trauma

• foster resilience through promoting emotional regulation, creativity, relationships, 
problem-solving and learning.





Understanding and Regulating Emotions
▪ Give children time to complete activities which they personally find relaxing, 
listening to music, colouring, spending time outside etc.

▪ Whole school/class activities like the daily mile, go noodle exercises, cosmic 
yoga, P.E. with Joe Wicks, brain breaks, breathing exercises etc. will help children 
to remain active and emotionally regulated throughout the day.

▪ Person activity – Fill your outline with your current emotions. How do they 
feel? Where are they?

▪ Create a worry or question box where children can post things that they would 
like to talk about. 

▪Consider the use of journals with older children

▪Create happiness boxes 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&url=http%3A%2F%2Fclipart-library.com%2Fblank-person-template.html&psig=AOvVaw1_4fm5STq9IvtxmEMEDNqJ&ust=1587552074728000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCKihv76q-egCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAE


Understanding and Regulating Emotions
Breathing activities                                                                                                 Safe place activity

https://kristinamarcelli.files.wordpress.com/2015/07/img_5978.jpg


Understand that all behaviour is communication

▪ Help children to connect their emotions and behaviour

▪ Give children explicit ways to ask for help

▪ Dan Hughes PACE approach which emphases the need for connection before correction, this is not to 
say that a difficult incident will not be discussed and resolved but children cannot ‘hear’ correction if 
they don’t first feel calm, connected to the adult and safe.

P – play – playful interactions will help to create feelings of safety and belonging, reduce stress and 
defuse situations

A – acceptance – offer acceptance and be empathetic “I know you feel worried about…” “You 
enjoyed spending so much time at home, it must be hard to leave” etc.

C – curiosity – put aside own ideas and try to elicit child’s views by wondering about them “I’ve 
noticed you’ve been quiet I wonder if you are worried about something?”

E – empathy – show them that we ‘get it’ “I know this is difficult for you, things have been very 
different lately” etc



Re-establish learning behaviour, expectations 
and goal setting
▪ Remember learning is developmental, children learn skills differently and their competencies differ.

▪ Revisit previously covered skills and concepts which may have been disrupted.

▪ Ensure the basic skills are covered and building blocks are secure before introducing new learning.

▪ Engage in games which help children to recognise and appreciate their strengths.

▪ Believe the children can achieve, don’t expect less

▪ Make expectations clear, scaffold, model and chunk tasks into time-limited small steps

▪ Provide clear feedback

▪ Build strengths and growth mindset

▪ Restore a sense of control 

▪ Promote resilience



More Specific Strategies 
for Those who Need 

Them



Using the Tools of Positive Psychology
Central to any positive psychology approach is that children/young people have 

optimum opportunities to experience positive emotions.
Ruth MacConville (2009) translated key concepts from positive psychology into five steps that promote overall 
psychological wellbeing. This includes emotional strength, physical health, moral behaviour and optimism. The 
five steps are:

Play – al low children to use 
their creativity to explore, 
create and ask questions. 

Chi ldren need to have their 
imagination fostered and 

supported.

Practice – Once children 

have found an area to 
explore they discipline from 

practicing and wanting to 
achieve in things that 

interest them.

Achieve mastery – From practice 
children learn that they want to master 

something. Mastery is a powerful 
motivator. 

Gain recognition – when a child has 
achieved mastery it takes social 

recognition to close the loop again to 
connections. Recognition teaches them 

that they are part of a larger social 
group, it teaches being part of 

something.

Connect – create layers 
of social connections for 
children – home, school, 

in the community



Happiness
What does happiness mean to you?

How important are these factors in being happy?

Money Interesting work

Being young Love

Good health Having children

Good friends Health

Having a car, a nice house etc. Company

Having power

Being important



Happiness Boxes 





Perma Model



Cognitive Behavioural Therapy
Cognitive behaviour therapy reveals the role that thoughts play in relation to our emotions and behaviours and 
advocates that change in thought processes can have a significant effect on altering behaviours.

The main aim when working with children is identifying faulty thinking and encouraging them to break the negative 
cycle.

ABC

The CBT approach breaks the problem down into 3 smaller parts

A – The activating event (trigger)

B – The negative beliefs that can include thoughts, rules, demands and the meanings the individual attaches to external 
and internal events

C – The consequences (emotions, behaviours, physical sensations which occur) 

Core beliefs



6 types of faulty thinking

1. Doing down – focusing only on the negatives or only seeing the bad in something that was overall positive

2. Blowing up – Making things worse than they are, all or nothing (1 only got 78% not 100%) or magnifying the 
problem (I got the answer wrong and everyone laughed, I’ll never get over it)

3. Predicting failure - Mind reading (I bet they are all laughing at me, fortune telling (knowing you will fail so not 
trying)

4. Over-emotional thoughts – faulty thinking can result in our emotions becoming very strong and therefore 
clouding how we think and understand things. Because we feel bad we presume everything is (our emotions take 
over) We attach negative labels to ourselves (I’m stupid, a loser…)

5. Setting yourself up – setting targets too high and setting ourselves up to fail, creating an impossible standard

6. Blame yourself – everything that goes wrong is our fault – even things we have no control over e.g. my car 
wouldn’t start, my computer crashed etc.



Test the Evidence
Once you have supported a child/young person to identify their negative thoughts you can 
engage them in the following questioning process:

1. What is the evidence for this thought?

2. What is the evidence against this thought?

3. What would my best friend say if they heard my thought?

4. What would my parents say?

5. What would my teacher say?

6. What would I say to my best friend if they had this thought?

7. Am I making mistake e.g. blowing up, forgetting my strengths and good points, blaming 
myself, predicting failure or thinking I can read other’s minds/predict the future?



Distraction
Helping children/young people to control their thoughts.

Strategies

The worry box

Describe what you see

Puzzle it out

Bin them

Self talk



Mindfulness
Mindfulness involves maintaining a moment by moment awareness of our thoughts and feelings, body sensations and external envi ronment. It helps us to tune 
in to what we are sensing at that moment rather than reliving the past or worrying about the future. 

Some mindfulness activities to try:

‘Belly Buddies’ – listen to peaceful music while noticing the sensation of their stomachs rising and falling with each breath. (could have a teddy on their tummy 
for younger children)

‘Mindful Posing’ Go somewhere quiet, familiar and calm and try these poses (The Superman, The Wonder Woman)

‘Spidey-Senses’ Instruct your kids to turn-on their “Spidey senses,” or the super-focused senses of smell, sight, hearing, taste, and touch that Spiderman uses to 
keep tabs on the world around him. This will encourage them to pause and focus their attention on the present, opening their awareness to the information their 
senses bring in (Karen Young, 2017).

‘The Mindful Jar’ This activity can teach children how strong emotions can take hold, and how to find peace when these strong emotions feel overwhelming.

‘Safari  The Safari exercise is a great way to help kids learn mindfulness. This activity turns an average, everyday walk into an exciting new adventure.

Tell the children that you will be going on a safari: their goal is to notice as many birds, bugs, creepy-crawlies, and any other animals as they can. Anything that 
walks, crawls, swims, or flies is of interest, and they’ll need to focus all of their senses to find them, especially the little ones (Karen Young, 2017).

http://kidsrelaxation.com/?cat=15

https ://www.cosmickids.com/

https ://www.smilingmind.com.au/smiling-mind-app

http://kidsrelaxation.com/?cat=15
https://www.cosmickids.com/
https://www.smilingmind.com.au/smiling-mind-app


Mindfulness Games for Kids

Blowing bubbles. Have your kids focus on taking in a deep, slow breath, and exhaling steadily to fill the bubble. 
Encourage them to pay close attention to the bubbles as they form, detach, and pop or float away.

Pinwheels. Use the same tactics from blowing bubbles to encourage mindful attention on the pinwheels.

Playing with balloons. Tell your kids that the aim of this game is to keep the balloon off the ground but have them move 
slowly and gently. You can tell them to pretend the balloon is very fragile if that helps.

Texture bag. Place several small, interestingly shaped or textured objects in a bag. Have each child reach in and touch an 
object, one at a time, and describe what they are touching. Make sure they don’t take the object out of the bag, forcing 
them to use only their sense of touch to explore the object.

Blindfolded taste tests. Use a blindfold for each child and have them experience eating a small food, like a raisin or a 
cranberry, as if it was their first time eating it.





Breathing Exercises


